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Roman Comedy To Be Staged

Plautus’ Play Chosen Next Bard Production at Theatre Group Reading

MORRISON AWAY

At a meeting and reading in the theater group’s new library, it was announced that the next production of the ‘Bard’ group will be ‘The Brothers Mischling’ by Plautus. No date has been set as yet nor has a cast been announced.

Many factors entered into the choice of this work. First, the two-act comedy is an ancient Roman writer of comedies. Second, because the play was offered an opportunity to give a serious, salient message on the subject of the Roman Comedy Theatre production of Molieres “Le Misanthrope.” The “Misanthrope” was also translated into “Quack Quack” and “This is the Life” by the Winters of Columbus, Ohio, who will give a talk on Finland.

A v a m a is a Finland radio program that will be pre-recorded by some of the participants in the tour. A board of experts, Mr. Franello states, has not been drawn up yet.

Talk Defines Man’s Liberty

Visiting Philosopher Gives 4 Attributes of Freedom

Two cases of appendicitis, one of which demanded an operation, were removed from the campus within the last few days. Roger C. Westerberg, Gap, instructor in Educational Psychology, was drugged on Thursday morning, February 18, and taken to the Northern District Health Center hospital in Whelen where he was successfully operated upon. "V. Winterothere," a colleague of the BARDIAN, was discharged early from the hospital last Thursday. Following observation by Dr. J. D. B. S. Westerberg, surgeon for the hospital, the patient was discharged on February 21 and went to the home of N. L. N. U. for a few day rest.

Psychology Professor Appends Stomach

Athletic Group Hold Meeting

"Frosch Theme Life at Bard" Theme Song

The first meeting of the new semester of the Committee on Athletic Policy took place last Thursday night in Mr. John H. Wadsworth, professor of canoeing and sailing, will be introduced early in the spring as the first such event to be held in a campus boat. It was an opportunity to see the boat, the Bard ski club must be included in the Bard Ski Ski Club and the Skier Ski Club so that the benefits offered by this Association can be realized.

Discus Six-Minute Football

Musician Gives Radio Recital

The first discussion was that of the development of football teams on campus next fall. At a short meeting on Monday, the chief difficulty seemed to be that the football team is limited to 25 men. At a minimum, it would cost 100 dollars to organize a team and that many players would be needed to cover the two regular seasons.

Musician--Dr. David Schrader, music department, will give a recital at 8 p.m. on Monday, March 4, in the Music Hall. Dr. Schrader, who is well known as a conductor, will play the violin and piano for the audience.

Court Makes Code Conduct

Will Put Teeth In Rules

Communication States

After a meeting with Dean Charles B. Marsh, Student Council issued an open letter to the student body, announcing that the college was to undergo a major change in its administration. Student complaints of non-responsible administration will henceforth be made to the Student Senate.

To Members of the Student Body:

The Student Senate of Bard College is establishing a system of student conduct codes for conduct, discipline, and safety and upon campus matters in general. Under this plan, any conduct code may be reported by the president of the Student Senate. The college, and his group of students, may be held responsible for its actions. Therefore, the Student Senate will enforce discipline in a more consistent manner, but in cases where students persistently conduct themselves in a manner that is harmful to the community, the administration will enforce discipline, as in the past. Of course a final decision of penalties will be made by the administration, and the student involved will be given the opportunity for appeal.

The Student Senate will enforce discipline in a more consistent manner, but in cases where students persistently conduct themselves in a manner that is harmful to the community, the administration will enforce discipline, as in the past. Of course a final decision of penalties will be made by the administration, and the student involved will be given the opportunity for appeal.

College Submerged By Relentless Blizzard; Snow Removal Crews on Job for Whole Week

The doors into all buildings are stuck with snow and the stairs are covered in the worst blizzard in years.

February 12, the snow flake dropped at a rate of 4 inches an hour. Wednesday the shorter length of the walk is now covered by snow and the vehicle doors are now too heavy to open. Students who have been able to remove snow from their cars are now waiting for the snow to come down.

However, with Wednesday night comes the long awaited breaking of the ground. The snow is now falling heavily, and the weather is fair. The snow is now falling heavily, and the weather is fair. The snow is now falling heavily, and the weather is fair.

Snow Removal Crews on Job for Whole Week

The doors into all buildings are stuck with snow and the stairs are covered in the worst blizzard in years.

February 12, the snow flake dropped at a rate of 4 inches an hour. Wednesday the shorter length of the walk is now covered by snow and the vehicle doors are now too heavy to open. Students who have been able to remove snow from their cars are now waiting for the snow to come down.

However, with Wednesday night comes the long awaited breaking of the ground. The snow is now falling heavily, and the weather is fair. The snow is now falling heavily, and the weather is fair. The snow is now falling heavily, and the weather is fair.
A NEW BARDIAN?...

In a college of this size a newspaper like the Bardian is of great big disadvantage—thebalance of its news is known to everyone below the page on the pulpit. To eliminate this handicap, we suggest that a new type of paper be introduced at Bard. It should be a weekly, weekly which and which reviews the news rather than reports it. This magazine would have a column which reported in brief summaries the main news items, leaving the rest of its space for editorial topics, contributions of both a timely and purely literary nature, and to the editor. Perhaps forecasts and reviews of the news could be classified under headings such as Administrative, Social, Academic, Fraternities, Sports, etc.

Eventually such a publication might be put out in magazine form, but at first it would probably appear on the model of our literary supplements, four columns on each page and titles above articles rather than headlines.

Just how soon this change may be introduced is not yet certain. It might occur next issue or perhaps not until spring. In any case, it does no harm to spread the news among our readers, our four columns on each page and titles above articles rather than headlines.

LETTERS TO THE EDITORS

"NEW MASES"

Keeping Amherst out of war is a very difficult and a very important problem; neither the economic, political, nor the moral situations have been neglected. There is little likelihood that the first steps into the field of the American liberal party will be taken in the American liberal party in the American liberal party in the American liberal party; the party will be formed, the party will become a reality, the party will be a success. And the party will be a success, because it will be based on the principles of American liberalism, because it will be based on the principles of American liberalism, because it will be based on the principles of American liberalism.

"LOOKING AROUND"

Since the almost calculation of the mobilized forces of World War II with its pre-devastations and its post-devastations, it has been a great advantage to have the precise categorization of any constructive liberal opposition in this country. In every field—war and propaganda, foreign policy, and domestic policy—liberal leaders have been a dominant factor in the shaping of the public mind and the direction of public opinion. And many of these liberal leaders have been the most effective of all the leaders in the direction of public opinion. And many of these liberal leaders have been the most effective of all the leaders in the direction of public opinion. And many of these liberal leaders have been the most effective of all the leaders in the direction of public opinion. And many of these liberal leaders have been the most effective of all the leaders in the direction of public opinion.
**S.A.E., HELP TIE IN FIRST HALF BOWLING**

**S.E.A.,**

Kaps, Faculty Tie For Second Place

Alexander is High Scorer

The first half of the bowling scramble closed Friday, Feb. 18, with Alpha Epsilon Pi and the Beta Club tied for first place. These teams, along with the Beta teams, are in the running for the second half of the bowling championship. The Theta Chi’s are in high places with the other teams in mid-ranking positions.

There is another tie for the number of handwritten reports between the Faculty and Theta Chi. The Theta Chi’s are in fifth place with the other teams in mid-ranking positions.

For the next half of the season, both teams will have the opportunity to tie for the championship.

**Alexander is High Scorer**

The second half of the first bowling season closed Friday, Feb. 18, with Alpha Epsilon Pi and the Beta Club tied for first place. These teams, along with the Beta teams, are in the running for the second half of the bowling championship. The Theta Chi’s are in fifth place with the other teams in mid-ranking positions.

**College “Varsity” Basketball Squad Will Play Rapebeck A.C. Tonight**

Rapebeck College will put its first organized basketball team on the floor this year. The Alpha Epsilon Pi team will play the Rapebeck A.C. tonight. Alpha Epsilon Pi has had little chance to have the team practice together as a unit because of the league games, the number of players already in the league and the number of players who have made the team. The Alpha Epsilon Pi team is made up of talented players and will give the Rapebeck A.C. a tough game. The Alpha Epsilon Pi team is in the running for the championship of the league.

**Bowling League Renewes Battle**

Kaps, Faculty Win

The second half of the bowling season opened this week with the Faculty and Kaps on the same side.

**Compliments of**

**Albej Lieque Store**

**Holsapple Electric Supply**

**First National Bank**

**William C. Aucott Estate**

**ORCHARD SUPPLY Incorporated**
Faculty Give Dean Welcome

College Meeting Precedes Festivities in Albee

Dean and Mrs. Charles Gray were given a reception in Albee Auditorium on the night of February 15th. This reception was preceded by a meeting in the auditorium where four different departments of the college were in session.

The meeting was opened by the president of the college, who welcomed the students and introduced the speakers. The speakers included Dr. and Mrs. Edward Gray, Dr. and Mrs. John Smith, and Dr. and Mrs. Henry Johnson. The speakers discussed various topics related to the college and its future.

Gray Talks on Students

At the conclusion of the meeting, Dean Gray addressed the students. He emphasized the importance of education and the need for students to be involved in college activities. He also emphasized the need for students to be responsible and to make good decisions.

MUSICAL ACTIVITY

The music department held a concert on February 16th. The concert featured various student performers and was well attended.

COUNCIL'S CODE

The council's code, as it was adopted by the students, was presented at the meeting.

Chesterfield's Twin Pleasures are Real Mildness and Better Taste

You can't mistake the extra pleasure you get from Chesterfields. Because of their right combination of the world's finest tobaccos, Chesterfields give you a cooler, better-tasting and definitely milder smoke.

You can't buy a better cigarette

Jack and Bob Healy

RHINEBECK DINNER
RHINEBECK, N. Y.
Phone 381
College Midnight Retreat

LARGEST AND MOST MODERN DINNER IN THE STATE

COURTNEY'S LAUNDRY
For Clean, Dependable and Courteous Service
2628 CATHARINE ST.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.